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Xulong Qin ∗ Zheng-an Yao
Department of Mathematics, Sun Yat-sen University,
Guangzhou 510275, People’s Republic of China
Abstract
The existence of global solutions is established for compressible
Navier-Stokes equations by taking into account the radiative and re-
active processes, when the heat conductivity κ (κ1(1 + θ
q) ≤ κ ≤
κ2(1 + θ
q), q ≥ 0), where θ is temperature. This improves the pre-
vious results by enlarging the scope of q including the constant heat
conductivity.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we study a free boundary problem of viscous, compressible,
radiative and reactive gases which are driven by self-gravitation. The system
considered can be described by the conservation of mass, the conservation of
momentum, the balance of energy and the reaction-diffusion equations
ρt + (ρu)y = 0,
(ρu)t + (ρu
2)y = (−p+ µuy)y + ρf,
ρ(et + uey) = (κθy)y + (−p + µuy)uy + λρφz
m,
ρ(zt + uzy) = (dρzy)y − ρφz
m, a(t) < y < b(t), t > 0,
(1.1)
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where ρ = ρ(y, t), u = u(y, t), z = z(y, t) denote the density, velocity, mass
fraction of reactant of flows, respectively. In addition, the positive constants
µ, d and λ are the coefficients of the viscosity, species diffusion and differ-
ence in heat between the reactant and the product. a(t) and b(t) are free
boundaries defined by
a′(t) = u(a(t), t), b′(t) = u(b(t), t).
f = f(y, t) is the external force determined by f = −Uy where U solves the
following boundary value problem:{
Uyy = Gρ, a(t) < y < b(t),
U(d, t) = 0, d = a(t), b(t),
where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant.
Moreover, the reactant rate function φ = φ(ρ, θ) is given by the Arrhenius-
type law
φ(ρ, θ) = Kρm−1θβ exp
(
−
A
θ
)
, (1.2)
where m ≥ 1, β is a non-negative constant, while K and A are positive
constants.
Finally, the pressure p and the internal energy e can be formulated as
follows:
p = Rρθ +
a
3
θ4, e = Cvθ + a
θ4
ρ
. (1.3)
where the positive Cv is the specific heat at constant volume, a > 0 is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant and R is the perfect gas one. From the exper-
iments results for gases at very high temperature, refer to [26], the heat
conductivity is
κ1(1 + θ
q) ≤ κ(ρ, θ) ≤ κ2(1 + θ
q), q ≥ 0, (1.4)
where κ1 and κ2 are positive constant.
The system (1.1) is to be completed with initial-boundary conditions.
More precisely, we suppose here that
(ρ, u, θ, z)|t=0 = (ρ0(y), u0(y), θ0(y), z0(y)), (1.5)
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and
(−p+ µuy, kθy, dρzy)(d, t)) = (−pe, 0, 0), d = a(t), b(t). (1.6)
The same initial-boundary problem is proposed by Umehara and Tani in
[22,23]. We aim at extending their results by enlarging the scope of q and β.
The system (1.1) has been extensively studied from the wellposedness of
global solutions to asymptotic behavior of solutions under various initial-
boundary conditions since the radiation is an important factor in astro-
physics. Among them, Documet [12] considered the combined radiative and
reactive case only for R = 0 and then established the existence of a global-
in-time solution for the Dirichlet boundary problem with one order kinetics
in [13] when q ≥ 4. In another paper [15], Ducomet and Zlotnik treated the
case of higher order kinetics for fairly general kinetics law when q ≥ 2. In
addition, Ducomet and Zlotnik [16] investigated the global-in-time bounds
and exponential stabilization for solutions in Lq and H1 norms by construct-
ing new global Lyapunov functions when q ≥ 1. Moreover, Umehara and
Tani [22] showed the global existence of solutions for a self-gravitating, vis-
cous, radiative and reactive gas in the case of the external pressure pe > 0
on the free boundaries when 4 ≤ q ≤ 16 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 13
2
and extended that
result to q ≥ 3 and 0 ≤ β < q + 9 in [23]. Qin-Hu-Wang [20] filled the gap
with 2 ≤ q < 3 and 0 ≤ β < 2q + 6. There are also various excellent works
on the multi-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic equations in this direction,
see [10, 11, 21] and references cited therein.
However, those results are far from satisfactory. For example, the con-
stant heat conductivity, which is reasonable in physics, is excluded due to the
restriction of mathematical techniques. Our aim, in this paper, is to show
global existence of a radiative and reactive gas for a free boundary prob-
lem including constant heat-conductivity (q = 0 in (1.4)). We remark that
similar problems for perfect or real fluid flows have been extensively studied
in [1–8,17–19,24] and references cited therein by many researchers. However,
those methods adopted in the literature is not valid for the case of radiative
flows, which arise extra difficulties in mathematical analysis. More precisely,
besides the possible concentration of mass and heat, the radiation equation
and (ρ, θ) dependence of heat conductivity make it complicated.
More recently, Zhang-Zhang [25] established global existence result for the
system (1.1) to Dirichlet boundary problem with respect to velocity when
q = 0 and β ∈ [0, 8] . However, it leaves a gap for the free boundary
boundary problem suggested in [22, 23]. We are intend to make the gap
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in this paper. The novelty of this paper is to provide a new insight into
solving radiative and reactive flows. Following the framework of [22] in the
context, the main obstacle of a priori estimate is for vx ∈ L
∞(0, T ;L2[0, 1]),
see Lemma 3.8, which in turn is coupled with the integrability of temperature,
and the ”regularity” of heat conductivity. To overcome the above difficulties,
we introduce the auxiliary function G(v, θ), refer to Lemma 3.6 as in [18,19]
and succeed in getting θ ∈ Lr(0, T ;L∞[0, 1]), 0 < r < q + 5, q ≥ 0. Then,
using the standard Lp estimation of parabolic equation, we further get θ ∈
L4n−4[0, 1] when q ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ β < q + 9. With those essential a priori
estimates, we can deduce a priori estimates of higher derivatives of (v, θ, u, z).
This methods not only adapt to the Dirichlet problem in [25] but also may
be shed light on the global existence of various radiative models, which is
our further study.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce the
Lagrangian mass coordinates to transform the free boundary problem (1.1),
(1.5)–(1.6) into the fixed boundary problem(2.1)–(2.3), which are equivalent
each other. In section 3, we deduce some a priori estimates for state param-
eters (ρ, u, θ, z), for which it is necessary to guarantee the global existence of
solutions by extending the local solutions.
2 Main Result
In order to study a free boundary problem conveniently, we introduce the
Lagrangian masss coordinates transformation. Let
x =
∫ y
a(t)
ρ(ξ, t)dξ, t = t.
Then, the free boundaries a(t) and b(t) become x = 0 and x =
∫ b(t)
a(t)
ρ(ξ, t)dξ =
M , which denotes the total mass of fluid, respectively. By the conservation
law of mass, we may assume M =
∫ b(t)
a(t)
ρ(ξ, t)dξ =
∫ b(0)
a(0)
ρ(ξ, 0)dξ = 1, i.e.,
0 ≤ x ≤ 1. So the system (1.1) becomes in Lagrangian mass coordinates
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vt = ux, (2.1a)
ut =
(
−p+
µux
v
)
x
−G
(
x−
1
2
)
, (2.1b)
et =
(κ
v
θx
)
x
+
(
−p +
µux
v
)
ux + λφz
m, (2.1c)
zt =
(
d
v2
zx
)
x
− φzm, 0 < x < 1, t > 0. (2.1d)
The corresponding boundary conditions are(
−p +
µux
v
,
κ
v
θx,
d
v2
zx
) ∣∣∣∣
x=0,1
= (−pe, 0, 0), (2.2)
and the initial conditions are
(v, u, θ, z)|t=0 = (v0(x), u0(x), θ0(x), z0(x)), x ∈ [0, 1]. (2.3)
where v = 1/ρ is the specific volume and u−
∫ 1
0
udx is instead of u. We remark
that the external force f is more realistic than that in [14] by Ducomet.
The main result is stated as follows.
Theorem 2.1. Let (1.2)–(1.4) hold, and suppose that (q, β) ∈ [0,+∞) ×
[0, q + 9), pe > 0. Moreover, the heat-conductivity κ in (1.4) satisfies
|κρ(ρ, θ)| ≤ κ2(1 + θ)
q, |κθ(ρ, θ)| ≤ κ2(1 + θ)
q−1.
Assume that
(v0(x), u0(x), θ0(x), z0(x)) ∈ C
1+α([0, 1])× (C2+α([0, 1]))3,
and
v0(x), θ0(x) > 0, 0 ≤ z0(x) ≤ 1, x ∈ [0, 1],
where α ∈ (0, 1). Then there exists a unique solution (v, u, θ, z) of the initial
boundary problem (2.1)–(2.3) for any fixed T > 0, such that
(v, vx, vt) ∈ (C
α,α/2(QT ))
3, (u, θ, z) ∈ (C2+α,1+α/2(QT ))
3,
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and
v(x, t), θ(x, t) > 0, 0 ≤ z(x, t) ≤ 1, x ∈ QT ,
where QT = (0, 1)× (0, T ).
Here, as usual, Cm+α[0, 1] denotes the Ho¨lder space on [0, 1] with expo-
nents m ∈ N+, α ∈ (0, 1), Cα,α/2(QT ) the Ho¨lder space on QT = [0, 1]× [0, T ]
with exponent α in x and α/2 in t with α ∈ (0, 1). Similarly, if a function
f(x, t) ∈ C2+α,1+α/2 with α ∈ (0, 1), then it means (uxx, ut) ∈ C
α,α/2(QT ).
Remark 2.1. The heat conductivity in (1.4) covers the case of [20, 22, 23]
by κ = κ1 + κ2
θq
ρ
.
Remark 2.2. The external force pe > 0 is not essential. The result are also
satisfactory for pe ∈ R provided that we get v ∈ L
1[0, 1],see Appendix below.
The existence and unique proof of Theorem 2.1 is motivated by the proce-
dure devised in [9] through the application of the Leray-Schauder fixed point
theorem, see also [9, 18]. Therefore, a priori estimates of the local solution
(ρ, u, θ, z) and its derivatives are necessary.
3 Proof of Theorem 2.1
In this section, we establish some a priori estimates for the state parameters
(ρ, u, θ, z) so as to get the global existence of solutions to the problem (2.1)–
(2.3). In the sequel, the generic positive constant C(C(T )) may be different
from line to line. In addition, we denote |u|(0) := sup(x,t)∈QT |u(x, t)| and
β+ = max{β, 0}.
The following a priori estimates are basic and useful. Please refer to [22]
for detailed proofs.
Lemma 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, it satisfies that∫ 1
0
(
u2
2
+ e + λz +
Gx(1 − x)v
2
)
dx+ pe
∫ 1
0
vdx ≤ C, (3.1)
U(t) +
∫ t
0
V (s)ds ≤ C(T ),
and
0 ≤ z(x, t) ≤ 1,∫ 1
0
z2
2
dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
d
v2
z2xdxds+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
φzm+1dxds =
∫ 1
0
z20(x)
2
dx,
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where
U(t) =
∫ 1
0
[Cv(θ − 1− log θ) +R(v − 1− log v)] dx,
and
V (t) =
∫ 1
0
(
µu2x
vθ
+
κθ2x
vθ2
+
λφzm
θ
)
dx,
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T .
In the sequence, it gives the upper bound of density.
Lemma 3.2. There holds that
C1(T ) ≤ v(x, t)⇐⇒ ρ(x, t) ≤
1
C1(T )
, (3.2)
for 0 < x < 1 and 0 < t < T .
Proof. Integrating (2.1b) over [0, x]× [0, t], we obtain
1
µ
∫ x
0
(u− u0)dξ = log v − log v0 −
1
µ
∫ t
0
pdτ +
Gx(1− x)t
2µ
+
pe
µ
t,
that is
log v = log v0 +
1
µ
∫ t
0
pdτ −
Gx(1− x)t
2µ
+
1
µ
∫ x
0
(u− u0)dξ −
pe
µ
t. (3.3)
Thus, we find by (3.1) that
log v ≥ log v0 +
1
µ
∫ x
0
(u− u0)dξ −
Gx(1− x)t
2µ
−
pe
µ
t
≥ log v0 − C
∫ 1
0
u2dx−
1
µ
(
G
8
+ pe
)
t− C
≥ log v0 − Ct− C,
which leads to (3.2).
The following auxiliary result stems from the idea of [22].
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Lemma 3.3. One has ∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
θr(x, s)ds ≤ C(T ),
where 0 ≤ r ≤ q + 4 and q ≥ 0.
Proof. It is known from the mean value theorem
θ(x(t), t) =
∫ 1
0
θdx,
where x(t) ∈ [0, 1] for every t ∈ [0, T ]. Furthermore, we arrive at
θ(x, t)
r
2 =
(∫ 1
0
θdx
) r
2
+
r
2
∫ x
x(t)
θ(ξ, t)
r
2
−1θξ(ξ, t)dξ
≤ C
(
1 +
∫ 1
0
κ
1
2 |θx|
v
1
2 θ
·
v
1
2θ
r
2
κ
1
2
dx
)
≤ C
[
1 +
(∫ 1
0
vθr
κ
dx
) 1
2
V (t)
1
2
]
≤ C
[
1 +
(∫ 1
0
(v + vθ4)dx
) 1
2
V (t)
1
2
]
,
(3.4)
due to 0 ≤ r ≤ q+4 and Young inequality. Thus it is complete by integrating
(3.4) with respect to time.
Similarly, we obtain the lower bound of density, which is very important
to obtain the existence of global solutions.
Lemma 3.4. If q ≥ 0, then it holds that
v(x, t) ≤ C(T )⇐⇒ ρ(x, t) ≥ 1/C(T ),
for (x, t) ∈ (0, 1)× (0, T ).
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Proof. It follows from (3.3) that
log v = log v0 +
1
µ
∫ t
0
pdτ −
Gx(1− x)t
2µ
+
1
µ
∫ x
0
(u− u0)dξ −
pe
µ
t
≤ log v0 + C
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(θ + θ4)ds
+ C
∫ 1
0
u2dx+ C
∫ 1
0
u20dx+ C(T )
≤ log v0 + C(T ),
by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Thus it is complete.
Lemma 3.5. Similarly, we have when q ≥ 0∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxds ≤ C(T ). (3.5)
Proof. The equality (2.1b) implies by integrating from (0, 1)× (0, t) that∫ 1
0
(
u2
2
+
Gx(1− x)v
2
)
dx+ µ
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2x
v
dxds
=
∫ 1
0
(
u2
2
+
Gx(1− x)v
2
)
(x, 0)dx+ pe
∫ 1
0
v0(x)dx
+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
puxdxds− pe
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vdxds
≤C(T ) + ε
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxds+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
p2dxds,
which implies for fixed small ε that∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxds ≤ C(T )
(
1 +
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
θ4
(∫ 1
0
θ4dx
)
ds
)
≤ C(T ).
The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.6. For 0 < ε < 1 and q ≥ 0, there holds∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
θ1+ε
dxds ≤ C. (3.6)
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Proof. Let G(v, θ) =
∫ θ
0
ξ−εeξ(v, ξ)dξ. Then
Gt + (1− ε)
∫ θ
0
ξ−εpξdξ · ux =
µu2x
vθε
+
(κ
v
θx
)
x
· θ−ε + λφzmθ−ε
Integrating it over [0, 1]× [0, t], we arrive at
ε
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ1+ε
dxds+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
µu2x
vθε
+
λφzm
θε
)
dxds
=
∫ 1
0
Gdx−
∫ 1
0
G0dx+ (1− ε)
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
∫ θ
0
ξ−εpξdξ · uxdxds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
θ8dxds+ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxds
≤ C.
With the proceeding a priori estimates at hand, we can firstly improve
the integrability of temperature and deduce that
θ ∈ Lr(0, T ;L∞[0, 1]), 0 < r < q + 5, q ≥ 0, (3.7)
when the function V˜ (t) =
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
θ1+ε
dx is instead of V (t) in the proof of Lemma
3.3. Furthermore, we can make a priori estimates of higher integrability of
θ.
Lemma 3.7. If 0 ≤ β < q + 9 and q ≥ 0, then it has∫ 1
0
θ4n−4dx+
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
θq+4n−4ds+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
|ux|
n + κθ4n−9θ2x
)
dxds ≤ Cn,
(3.8)
for sufficiently large n > 2.
Proof. Multiplying θ4n−8 on (2.1c), we get∫ 1
0
θ4n−4dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ4n−9θ2x
v
dxds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
θ4n−8u2x + θ
4n−4 |ux|+ θ
β+4n−8
)
dxds
≤ C + Cn
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
|ux|
n dxds+ Cn
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(θ4 + θ(β−4)+)
∫ 1
0
θ4n−4dxds.
(3.9)
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On the other hand, we can rewrite (2.1b) with the initial boundary data
wt =
µ
v
wxx − p+
Gx(1−x)
2
+ pe,
w|t=0 = w0(x),
w|x=0,1 = 0,
where w =
∫ x
0
udξ. The standard Lp estimates of solutions to linear parabolic
problem give rise to∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
|ux|
ndxds =
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
|wxx|
ndxds
≤ C
(
1 +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
pndxds
)
≤ C
(
1 +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
θ4ndxds
)
≤ C
(
1 +
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
θ4
∫ 1
0
θ4n−4dxds
)
.
which together with (3.9) leads to∫ 1
0
θ4n−4dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ4n−9θ2xdxds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(θ4 + θ(β−4)+)
∫ 1
0
θ4n−4dxds,
which implies θ ∈ L4n−4[0, 1] by Gro¨nwall’s inequality which in turn, it gives
ux ∈ L
n ((0, 1)× (0, t)) according to (3) and in the same manner, it implies
that θ ∈ Lq+4n−4(0, T ;L∞[0, 1]). Thus, it finishes the proof.
Lemma 3.8. If 0 ≤ β < q + 9 and q ≥ 0, we arrive at∫ 1
0
v2xdx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
θv2xdxds ≤ C,
Proof. Multiplying (2.1b) by u− µ
v
vx and integrating it over (0, 1), it yields
1
2
d
dt
∫ 1
0
(
u−
µ
v
vx
)2
dx+
∫ 1
0
(
µRθ
v3
)
v2xdx
=
∫ 1
0
Rθuvx
v2
dx−
∫ 1
0
[(
R
v
+
4a
3
θ3
)
θx +G
(
x−
1
2
)](
u−
µ
v
vx
)
dx.
(3.10)
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On one hand, we deduce that∫ 1
0
Rθuvx
v2
dx
≤ ε
∫ 1
0
θv2xdx+ Cεmax
[0,1]
θ ·
∫ 1
0
u2dx
≤ ε
∫ 1
0
θv2xdx+ Cεmax
[0,1]
θ(x, t).
(3.11)
On the other hand, we get∣∣∣∣∫ 1
0
[(
R
v
+
4a
3
θ3
)
θx +G
(
x−
1
2
)](
u−
µ
v
vx
)
dx
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
[
1 +
∫ 1
0
θ2x
θ2
dx+
∫ 1
0
θ6θ2xdx+
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ2)
(
u−
µ
v
vx
)2
dx
]
≤ C
[
1 +
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dx+
∫ 1
0
κθ4n−9θ2xdx+
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ2)(u2 + v2x)dx
]
≤ C
[
1 +
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dx+
∫ 1
0
κθ4n−9θ2xdx+
(
1 + max
[0,1]
θ2
)
·
(
1 +
∫ 1
0
v2xdx
)]
,
which together with (3.10) and (3.11) for any fixed small ε leads to∫ 1
0
v2xdx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
θv2xdxds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
(∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dx+
∫ 1
0
κθ4n−9θ2xdx+max
[0,1]
θ2(x, s)
)
ds
+ C
∫ t
0
(
1 + max
[0,1]
θ2
)(∫ 1
0
v2xdx
)
ds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
(
1 + max
[0,1]
θ2
)(∫ 1
0
v2xdx
)
ds.
Thus, the lemma is completed by Gro¨nwall’s inequality.
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We introduce the following new variables
X :=
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θq)θ2t dxds, (3.12)
Y := max
0≤t≤T
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ2q)θ2xdx, (3.13)
Z := max
0≤t≤T
∫ 1
0
u2xxdx. (3.14)
Firstly, with the aid of interpolation and embedding theorem, we deduce
that
|u|(0) ≤ C
(
1 + Z
3
8
)
by simple calculation.
Lemma 3.9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have
max
[0,1]×[0,t]
θ(x, t) ≤ C + CY
1
2(q+2n−1) , (3.15)
for (x, t) ∈ (0, 1)× (0, T ).
Proof. By the embedding theorem, we deduce that
max
[0,1]
θq+2n−1(x, t) ≤ C
∫ 1
0
θq+2n−1dx+ Cn
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+2n−2|θx|dx,
which implies that
max
[0,1]
θq+2n−1(x, t)
≤ Cmax
[0,1]
θq+2n−2
∫ 1
0
θdx+ Cn
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+2n−2 |θx| dx
≤ εmax
[0,1]
θq+2n−1 + Cn
(∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)2qθ2xdx
) 1
2
(∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)4n−4dx
) 1
2
+ Cε.
So we deduce (3.15).
Lemma 3.10. One has
X + Y ≤ C
(
1 + Z
1
2
)
. (3.16)
for 0 ≤ β < q + 9 and q ≥ 0.
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Proof. We introduce the function as in [18, 22]
K(v, θ) :=
∫ θ
0
κ(v, ξ)
v
dξ.
The simple calculation leads to
Kt =
κ
v
θt +Kvux, (3.17)
Kxt =
(κ
v
θx
)
t
+Kvvvxux +Kvuxx +
(κ
v
)
v
vxθt, (3.18)
|Kv|, |Kvv| ≤ C (1 + θ)
q+1 . (3.19)
Multiplying (2.1c) by Kt and integrating it over (0, 1)× (0, t), we get∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κeθθ
2
t
v
dxdτ +
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θx
(κ
v
θx
)
t
dxdτ
= −
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
eθθtKvuxdxdτ −
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
θpθux −
µ
v
u2x
) κ
v
θtdxdτ
−
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
θpθux −
µ
v
u2x
)
Kvuxdxdτ −
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θxKvvvxuxdxdτ
−
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θxKvuxxdxdτ −
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θx
(κ
v
)
v
vxθtdxdτ
+ λ
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
φzmKtdxdτ.
(3.20)
In the sequel, we will estimate all terms in (3.20).
Firstly, we have∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κeθθ
2
t
v
dxdτ ≥ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ3)(1 + θq)θ2t dxdτ ≥ CX, (3.21)
and ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θx
(κ
v
θx
)
t
dxdτ
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
(κ
v
θx
)2
dx−
1
2
∫ 1
0
(κ
v
θx
)2
(x, 0)dx
≥ C
∫ 1
0
(1 + θq)2θ2xdx− C ≥ CY − C,
(3.22)
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by the definition of (3.12) and (3.13).
Secondly, we find that∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
eθθtKvuxdxdτ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+4 |θtux|dxdτ
≤ εX + CεY
q+8
2(q+2n−1)
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxdτ
≤ ε(X + Y ) + C,
Similarly, we have∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
θpθux −
µ
v
u2x
) κ
v
θtdxdτ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C(T )
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
[
(1 + θ)q+4|uxθt|+ (1 + θ)
q|θt|u
2
x
]
dxdτ
≤ εX + Cε
∣∣(1 + θq+8)∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxdτ
+ Cε|(1 + θ)
q|(0)
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u4xdxdτ
≤ ε(X + Y ).
and ∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
θpθux −
µ
v
u2x
)
Kvuxdxdτ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
[
(1 + θ)q+5u2x + (1 + θ)
q+1 |ux|
3] dxdτ
≤ C
∣∣(1 + θq+5)∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxdτ
+
∣∣(1 + θ)q+1∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
|ux|
3dxdτ + C
≤ εY + C.
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Likewise, we get∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θxKvvvxuxdxdτ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)2q+1 |θxvxux|dxdτ
≤ C |ux|
(0)
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dxdτ
) 1
2
(∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(1 + θ)3q+4
∫ 1
0
v2xdxdτ
) 1
2
≤ CZ
3
8 .
In the same manner, we find that∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θxKvuxxdxdτ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dxdτ
) 1
2
(∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(1 + θ)3q+4
∫ 1
0
u2xxdxdτ
) 1
2
≤ CZ
1
2 .
At last, one has∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κ
v
θx
(κ
v
)
v
vxθtdxdτ
∣∣∣∣
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)2q |θxvxθt| dxdτ
≤ εX + Cε
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(
κθx
v
)2(∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)3qv2xv
2
κ2
dx
)
dτ
≤ εX + Cε| (1 + θ)
q |(0)
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(
κθx
v
)2(∫ 1
0
v2xdx
)
dτ
≤ εX + CεY
q
2(q+2n−1)
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(
κθx
v
)2
dτ.
(3.23)
The next goal is to show the estimation of the last term on the right hand
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side of the above inequality. From the embedding theorem, it yields∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(
κθx
v
)2
dτ
≤ C
∫ t
0
(∫ 1
0
(
κθx
v
)2
dx+
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣∣κθxv ·
(
κθx
v
)
x
∣∣∣∣ dx
)
dτ,
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
κθx
v
)2
dxdτ + C
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
κθx
v
)2
dxdτ
) 1
2
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
κθx
v
)2
x
dxdτ
) 1
2
≤ CY
q+2
2(q+2n−1)
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dxdτ
+ CY
q+2
4(q+2n−1)
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
κθ2x
vθ2
dxdτ
) 1
2
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
κθx
v
)2
x
dxdτ
) 1
2
≤ CY
q+2
2(q+2n−1) + CY
q+2
4(q+2n−1)
(∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(e2θθ
2
t + θ
2p2θu
2
x + u
4
x + φ
2z2m)dxds
) 1
2
(3.24)
In the following, we derive the estimations of all terms of the right hand
side in (3.24).
Firstly, from (3.12) and (3.15), we get∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+2e2θθ
2
t dxdτ
≤ C
∣∣(1 + θ)8∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q θ2t dxdτ
≤ C
∣∣(1 + θ)8∣∣(0)X
≤ C
(
X + Y
8
2(q+2n−1)X
)
.
Similarly, recalling (3.5) and (3.15), we deduce that∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+2θ2p2θu
2
xdxdτ
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+10 u2xdxdτ
≤ C
(
1 + Y
q+10
2(q+2n−1)
)
,
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and ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+2 u4xdxdτ
≤ C
∣∣(1 + θ)q+2∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u4xdxdτ
≤ C
(
1 + Y
q+2
2(q+2n−1)
)
.
At the same time, we obtain∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ)q+2 φ2z2mdxdτ
≤ C
∣∣(1 + θ)q+2+2β∣∣(0)
≤ CY
q+2+2β
2(q+2n−1) + C,
Thus
Y
q
2(q+2n−1)
∫ t
0
max
[0,1]
(
k
v
θx
)2
dτ
≤ CY
q+1
q+2n−1 + CY
3q+2
4(q+2n−1)
(
1 + Y
8
4(q+2n−1)X
1
2 +X
1
2 + Y
q+10
4(q+2n−1) + Y
q+2+2β
4(q+2n−1)
)
≤ ε(X + Y ) + C,
which together with (3.23) leads to∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
k
v
θx
(
k
v
)
v
vxθtdxdτ
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε(X + Y ) + C. (3.25)
Finally, the term λ
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
φzmKtdxdτ gives,
λ
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
φzmKtdxdτ
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
φzmk |θt| dxdτ + C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
θq+1 |ux| φz
mdxdτ
≤ εX +
∣∣(1 + θ)q+β∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
φz2mdxdτ + C
∣∣θq+β+1∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
|ux| dxdτ
≤ εX + CY
q+β+1
2(q+2n−1)
≤ ε (X + Y ) + C.
(3.26)
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Collecting (3.20)–(3.26), we deduce (3.16).
Lemma 3.11. We have∫ 1
0
(
u2x + θ
2
x + u
2
xx + u
2
t
)
dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
θ2t + u
2
xt
)
dxdτ ≤ C(T ),
and
|ux|
(0) + |u|(0) + |θ|(0) ≤ C(T ).
Proof. We differentiate (2.1b) by t and then multiply the equality by ut to
obtain by integrating it over [0, 1],
d
dt
∫ 1
0
u2t
2
dx+ µ
∫ 1
0
u2xt
v
dx =
∫ 1
0
(
ptuxt +
µ
v2
u2xuxt
)
dx.
Integrating it over [0, t] and using the Young inequality, we get∫ 1
0
u2tdx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xtdxds
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
p2t + u
4
x
)
dxdτ
≤ C + C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(1 + θ6)θ2t dxdτ + C
∣∣θ2∣∣(0) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xdxdτ
+ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u4xdxdτ.
and hence ∫ 1
0
u2tdx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2xtdxds
≤ C
(
1 +X + Y
3
q+2n−1X + Y
1
q+2n−1
)
≤ C
(
1 + Z
1
2
×
q+2n+2
q+2n−1
)
.
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On the other hand, the momentum equation (2.1b) implies∫ 1
0
u2xxdx ≤ C + C
∫ 1
0
(u2t + p
2
x + u
2
xv
2
x)dx
≤ C
(
1 +
∫ 1
0
u2tdx+
∫ 1
0
(
1 + θ6
)
θ2xdx+
(∣∣θ2∣∣(0) + ∣∣u2x∣∣(0))∫ 1
0
v2xdx
)
≤ C
(
1 + Z
1
2
×
q+2n+2
q+2n−1 + Z
3
4
)
≤ C
(
1 + Z
3
4
)
It follows from this that
Z ≤ C
(
1 + Z
3
4
)
,
which implies the boundedness of Z by Young inequality when q ≥ 0 and
n is sufficiently large. So are X and Y by (3.16). Furthermore, it holds for
|ux|
(0), |θ|(0),
∫ 1
0
(θ2x + u
2
t + u
2
xx)dx and
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(θ2t + u
2
xt)dxdτ . so is u by the
embedding theorem. This is complete.
With the aid of the above a priori estimates, we further deduce a pri-
ori estimates of higher derivatives of (ρ, u, θ, z) which is analogous to the
reference [22], and then we omit it proofs for brevity.
Lemma 3.12. It satisfies when 0 ≤ β < q + 9 and q ≥ 0.
θ(x, t) ≥ C,∫ 1
0
(
z2x + z
2
xx + z
2
t
)
dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
z2xtdxdτ ≤ C,∫ 1
0
(θ2xx + θ
2
xt)dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
θ2xtdxdτ ≤ C,
For the Ho¨lder estimation of global solutions, we refer to [22] for detailed
processes. Thus, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
As mentioned in Remark 2.2, the same conclusion are also satisfied for
the external force pe ≤ 0 on the free boundaries provided that we obtain a
priori estimates of specific volume, see the Appendix. With Lemma 3.13 in
hand, we can get the same a priori estimates of (v, u, θ, z).
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Appendix
Lemma 3.13. If pe ≤ 0, then it has∫ 1
0
v(x, t)dx ≤ C(T ),
for 0 < t ≤ T .
Proof. It is derived from integrating (2.1b) over [0, x],∫ x
0
utdy = −p +
µux
v
−G
(
x(x− 1)
2
)
+ pe.
which implies by multiplying v and integrating with respect to x and t that
µ
∫ 1
0
vdx+
G
2
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
x(1 − x)vdxds
= µ
∫ 1
0
v0dx− pe
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vdxds
+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vpdxds+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
v
(∫ x
0
utdy
)
dxds.
(3.27)
Obviously, it yields
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vpdxds
=
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
(
Rθ +
a
3
vθ4
)
dxds
≤ C
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
edxds
≤ C(T )− Cpe
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vdxds.
(3.28)
On the other hand, we get from (2.1a) by integration
v(x, t) = v0(x) +
∫ t
0
ux(x, s)ds,
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which leads to∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
v
(∫ x
0
utdy
)
dxds
=
∫ 1
0
(
v0(x) +
∫ t
0
ux(x, s)ds
)(∫ x
0
udy
)
dx
+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2dxds−
∫ 1
0
v0(x)
(∫ x
0
u0(y)dy
)
dx
=
∫ 1
0
v0(x)
(∫ x
0
(u− u0(y))dy
)
dx+
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2dxds
−
∫ 1
0
u(x, t)
(∫ t
0
u(x, s)ds
)
dx,
by integrating by parts. Using Young inequality and initial conditions, we
get from (3.1) ∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
v
(∫ x
0
utdy
)
dxds
≤ ε
∫ 1
0
u2dx+ Cε
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
u2dxds+ Cε
≤ −εpe
∫ 1
0
vdx− Cεpe
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vdxds+ Cε(T ).
(3.29)
Collecting (3.27)–(3.29), we have
(µ+ εpe)
∫ 1
0
vdx+
G
2
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
x(1− x)vdxds
≤ −Cεpe
∫ t
0
∫ 1
0
vdxds+ Cε(T ).
Choosing sufficiently small ε and by Gronwall inequality, one obtains the
desired result for pe ≤ 0. The proof is complete.
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